Thematic Maps
thematic maps and visualization of georeferenced data - thematic maps a thematic map shows
georeferenced data, numeric or character, by colors or symbols. specific data displayed in this manner is
referred to as a theme different types of thematic maps, useful for showing different types of thematic
variables commonly used to show natural resources, reference and thematic maps ny18000436hoolwires - maps. they are usually a summary of the landscape and their primary purpose is to
aid in the discovery of a location. thematic (special purpose) maps- maps that usually highlight only one kind
of information on one particular topic. examples are land use, population, recreation, resources and weather
maps. chapter 9: thematic mapping - sfu - chapter 9: thematic mapping 113 dot distribution maps of an
area, such as a country, usually are based on data from a set of smaller statistical units, such as provinces or
counties or census tracts. within the county boundaries, for example, dots may be distributed uniformly or
they may be distributed in such a way as to reflect other creating thematic maps - hud exchange creating thematic maps objective the objective of this activity is to create maps that depict information about
a topic or theme of interest in an easy to understand and visually appealing manner. interesting and intuitive
thematic maps are an effective visual aid for reinforcing key concepts from the consolidated plan narrative and
for soliciting types of maps - national conservation training center - types of maps session objectives: at
the conclusion of this session, you will be able to: • explain the difference between general purpose and
thematic maps. • identify different types of thematic maps. simple thematic mapping - agecon search 364 simple thematic mapping participation, the large and sparsely populated rural areas may tend to
dominate the choropleth map at the expense of the physically smaller and more densely populated urban
areas, regardless of the distribution of the phenomenon of interest. to avoid this problem, one may use
proportional symbol maps described below.
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